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ABSTRACT

The global emergence of drug-resistant bacteria
leads to the loss of efficacy of our antibiotics arsenal
and severely limits the success of currently available
treatments. Here, we developed an innovative strat-
egy based on targeted-antibacterial-plasmids (TAPs)
that use bacterial conjugation to deliver CRISPR/Cas
systems exerting a strain-specific antibacterial activ-
ity. TAPs are highly versatile as they can be directed
against any specific genomic or plasmid DNA using
the custom algorithm (CSTB) that identifies appropri-
ate targeting spacer sequences. We demonstrate the
ability of TAPs to induce strain-selective killing by in-
troducing lethal double strand breaks (DSBs) into the
targeted genomes. TAPs directed against a plasmid-
born carbapenem resistance gene efficiently resen-
sitise the strain to the drug. This work represents an
essential step toward the development of an alter-
native to antibiotic treatments, which could be used
for in situ microbiota modification to eradicate tar-
geted resistant and/or pathogenic bacteria without
affecting other non-targeted bacterial species.

INTRODUCTION

The worldwide proliferation of drug-resistant bacteria is
predicted to cause a dramatic increase in human deaths due
to therapeutic failures in the next decades (1). The constant
emergence of bacterial resistances and the current low rate
of antibiotic discovery emphasize the need to develop inno-
vative antibacterial strategies that represent a real alterna-
tive to the use of antibiotics. Moreover, antibiotics generally
lack specificity as they target processes that are essential to
bacterial proliferation. Antibiotics consequently affect the

whole treated bacterial community without discriminating
between harmful and commensal strains, and lead to the
population enrichment in drug-resistant strains.

Recent reports have demonstrated the possibility to
achieve specific antimicrobial activity through the use of
clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats
(CRISPR) and the associated Cas proteins. CRISPR/Cas
systems can achieve bacterial killing through the induction
of double-strand breaks (DSBs) to the chromosome by the
Cas9 nuclease (2,3). The expression of specific genes can
also be inhibited through CRISPR interference (CRISPRi),
when using the dead catalytic Cas9 enzyme (dCas9) (4,5).
CRISPR targeting relies on the ∼16–20 nucleotide (nt)
target-specific guide RNA (gRNA) sequence, which allows
the recruitment of the Cas nuclease to the complementary
DNA sequence (2,6). Yet, to be used as practical antibacte-
rial tools, CRISPR/Cas genes need to be delivered to the
targeted bacterium. Bacterial DNA conjugation precisely
offers the possibility to transfer long DNA segments to a
range of bacterial species, with the transfer specificity de-
pending on the considered conjugation system. Method-
ologies using conjugation to deliver CRISPR/Cas systems
have been recently developed to target Escherichia coli (7–
10) or Salmonella Typhimurium (11). These methods rely
on the RK2 plasmid conjugation machinery that perform
broad-host range transfer, but with the drawback of low ef-
ficiency. Besides, these studies report the targeting of a sin-
gle bacterial strain within mono-species populations only.
One major challenge is to develop an antibacterial strat-
egy that selectively alter one or several targeted bacterial
strains, without affecting the other species present in a mul-
tispecies population. This objective requires the develop-
ment of bioinformatics tools to identify gRNA sequence
able to achieve such strain-specific targeting.

In this work, we present an innovative antibacterial
methodology based on mobilizable plasmids that carry
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CRISPR/Cas systems designed to induce antibacterial ac-
tivity into specifically targeted recipient strains. These so-
called targeted-antibacterial-plasmids (TAPs) use the con-
jugation machinery (tra genes) encoded by a F plasmid to be
efficiently transferred to E. coli strains and to closely related
Gram-negative Enterobacteriaceae. TAPs were designed to
produce the CRISPR Cas system in a constitutive manner
and can easily be redirected against any bacterial species of
interest by changing gRNA sequence in one-step cloning.
The gRNA sequence carried by the TAP determines the tar-
geting of the antibacterial activity towards specific recipient
strains only. To identify strain-specific gRNA, we have de-
veloped a bio-informatic program CSTB (CRISPR Search
Tool for Bacteria) that allows the rapid and robust identi-
fication of ∼16–20 nt sequences on the basis of their pres-
ence or absence in the genome of bacterial strains selected
on a phylogenetic tree. Consequently, the CRISPR/Cas sys-
tem will only be active in recipients that contain the DNA
sequence complementary to the chosen gRNA sequence,
while being inactive in other strains of a multispecies pop-
ulation mix. Here we demonstrate TAPs ability to induce
efficient and strain-specific antibacterial activity against a
range of Gram-negative Enterobacteriaceae within multi-
species population in vitro.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Bacterial strains, plasmids, primer and growth culture condi-
tions

Bacterial strains construction and growth procedures. Bac-
terial strains, plasmids and primers are listed in Sup-
plementary Tables S1, S2 and S3, respectively. Plasmid
cloning were done by Gibson Assembly (12) and veri-
fied by Sanger sequencing (Eurofins Genomics). Chromo-
some mutation were transferred by phage P1 transduction
to generate the final strains. Strains were grown at 37◦C
in Luria-Bertani (LB) broth, M9 medium supplemented
with glucose (0.2%) and casamino acid (0.4%) (M9-CASA)
or M63 medium supplemented with glucose (0.2%) and
casamino acid (0.4%) (M63). When appropriate, the me-
dia were supplemented with the following antibiotics: 50
�g/ml kanamycin (Kn), 20 �g/ml chloramphenicol (Cm),
10 �g/ml tetracycline (Tc), 20 �g/ml nalidixic acid (Nal),
20 �g/ml streptomycin (St), 100 �g/ml ampicillin (Ap),
10 �g/ml gentamycin (Gm), 50 �g/ml rifampicin (Rif).
When appropriate 40 �g/ml 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-
�-D-galactopyranoside (X-Gal) and 40 �M isopropyl �-D-
1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) were added for screening
of LAC phenotype.

TAPs construction and one-step-cloning change of the spacer
sequence on the TAPs

Plasmid construction was performed by IVA cloning (13),
expect for changing the spacer sequence in the TAPs,
which was performed by the replacement of the spacer in
pEGL129 by a SapI-spacer-SapI DNA sequence. The nsp
(non-specific) spacer sequence is flanked by two SapI re-
striction sites that allow for liberation of non-cohesive DNA
ends upon SapI digestion. To replace the nsp spacer, a new
spacer is constructed by annealing two oligonucleotides

(listed in Supplementary Table S3) with oriented comple-
mentary sequences to the non-cohesive ends generated by
SapI restriction of TAP-Cas9-nsp or TAP-dCas9-nsp plas-
mids. Ligation production between the new spacer frag-
ment and the TAP backbone was transformed into DH5�
or TB28 strains. Constructions were verified by PCR reac-
tion and sequencing.

Congo red assay

Curli production colony assay. Escherichia coli strain
OmpR234 with or without plasmids were plated on Congo
Red medium (10 g bacto tryptone, 5 g yeast extract, 18 g
bacto agar, 40 �g/ml Congo Red and 20 �g/ml Coomassie
Brilliant blue G) and incubated 4 days at 30◦C. Colonies
were visualized at ×10 magnification with a M80 stere-
omicroscope (Leica). Digital images were captured with an
IC80-HD integrated camera coupled to the stereomicro-
scope, operated via LASv4.8 software (Leica).

Liquid aggregation test. Overnight culture of E. coli strain
OmpR234 with or without plasmids were diluted to an A600
of 0.05 in 1 ml M9-CASA medium supplemented with 25
�g/ml of Congo Red. Culture were grown without agitation
at 30◦C for 24 h and image captured.

Conjugation assay

Overnight cultures grown in LB of donor and recipient
strains were diluted to an A600 of 0.05 and grown until an
A600 comprised between 0.7 and 0.9 was reached. 50 �l of
donor and 150 �l of recipient cultures were mixed into an
Eppendorf tube to obtain a 1:3 donor to recipient ratio. At
time 0 min, 100 �l of the mix were diluted into 1 ml LB,
serial diluted and plated on LB agar supplemented with an-
tibiotics selecting for donor, recipient and transconjugant
cells. The remaining 100 �l were incubated for 1h30 at 37◦C.
1 ml of LB was added gently and the tubes were incubated
at 37◦C for another 1h30, 4h30 or 22h30. Conjugation mix
were then vortexed, serial diluted and plated as for time 0
min.

Long-term conjugation experiment. Conjugation mixes
were prepared and incubated at 37◦C without agitation. Ev-
ery 24 h, 100 �l of the mix were diluted into 1 ml of LB and
re-incubated at 37◦C. The remaining of the mixes were vor-
texed, serial diluted and plated on LB agar supplemented
with antibiotics selecting for donor, recipient and transcon-
jugant cells. At day 1 and day 7, 100 clones of the resulting
ampicillin resistant recipients mixed with the TAP-dCas9-
OXA48 carrying donor were streaked on LB agar supple-
mented with Tc or Kn to evaluate the presence of the F-
Tn10 or TAP-dCas9-OXA48 plasmids respectively.

Multispecies conjugation. Overnight cultures grown in LB
of donor and recipient strains were diluted to an A600 of
0.05 and grown until an A600 comprised between 0.7 and
0.9 was reached. A recipient mix is prepared by mixing C.
rodentium, E. cloacae, E. coli EPEC and E. coli HS recipi-
ents strains in indicated proportions (Figure 5C). This mix
is serial diluted and plated on LB agar supplemented with
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antibiotics to select for each recipient. 100 �l of donor and
100 �l of the recipient mix were added to an Eppendorf tube
to perform mating. At time 0 min, 100 �l of the mix were
diluted into 1 ml LB, serial diluted and plated on LB agar
supplemented with antibiotics to select for donor, recipients
and transconjugants. The remaining 100 �l were incubated
for 1h30 at 37◦C. 1 ml of LB was gently added and the tubes
were incubated for an additional 1h30 at 37◦C. Conjuga-
tion mix were then vortexed, serial diluted and plated on LB
agar supplemented with antibiotics to select for donor, re-
cipients and transconjugants. In the figures, the efficiencies
of conjugation are represented either as the final concentra-
tion of transconjugant cell (CFU/ml) or as the percentage
of transconjugant cells calculated from the ratio (T/R + T).

Transformation assay

Overnight cultures grown in LB were 1/100 diluted and
grown until an A600 comprised between 0.4 and 0.6. Cells
were treated with Rubidium Chloride and 90 �l of the re-
sulting competent cells transformed with 100 ng of plas-
mid and heat shock. Following the 1h incubation at 37◦C
for phenotypic expression, cells were centrifugated 5 min at
5000 rpm, resuspended in 100 �l of LB, and plated on LB-
agar plates supplemented with the appropriate antibiotics.

Live-cell microscopy imaging and analysis

Time-lapse experiments. Overnight cultures in M9-CASA
(between E. coli) or M63 (between E. coli and C. roden-
tium) of donor and recipient cells were diluted to an A600
of 0.05 and grown until an A600 comprised between 0.7 and
0.9. 25 �l of donor and 75 �l of recipient were mixed into
an Eppendorf tube and 50 �l of the mix was loaded into a
B04A microfluidic chamber (ONIX, CellASIC®). Nutrient
supply was maintained at 1 psi and the temperature main-
tained at 37◦C throughout the imaging process. Cells were
imaged every 10 min for 3 h.

Image acquisition. Conventional wide-field fluorescence
microscopy imaging was carried out on an Eclipse Ti-E
microscope (Nikon), equipped with ×100/1.45 oil Plan
Apo Lambda phase objective, FLash4 V2 CMOS camera
(Hamamatsu), and using NIS software for image acquisi-
tion. Acquisition were performed using 50% power of a
Fluo LED Spectra X light source at 488 and 560 nm excita-
tion wavelengths. Exposure settings were 50 ms for sfGFP
and 50 ms for mCherry produced from the TAPs; 100 ms
for RecA-GFP, HU-mCherry and DnaN-mCherry.

Image analysis. Quantitative image analysis was done us-
ing Fiji software with MicrobeJ plugin (14). The Manual-
editing interface of MicrobeJ was used to optimize cell de-
tection and the Mean intensity fluorescence, skewness and
cell length parameters were automatically extracted and
plotted. We defined the timing of TAP acquisition (time t =
0) by analyzing the increase of the fluorescence signal con-
ferred by the TAPs (sfGFP or mCh). Plasmid acquisition
was validated when a 15% sfGFP or a 30% mCherry fluo-
rescence increase was observed in the transconjugant cells.

Fluorescence profiles of each cells were then aligned accord-
ing the defined t = 0 to generate the graphs presented in
Figures 2B, C, E, F, 3C and Supplementary Figure S5d.

Flow cytometry

Conjugation was done as described in the conjugation as-
say section in 0.1 �m filtered LB. At time 90 min and 180
min, conjugation mix were diluted to an A600 of 0.03 in 0.1
�m filtered LB and analysed into an Attune N×T acous-
tic focusing cytometer at a 25 �l/min flow rate. Forward
scattered (FSC), Side scattered (SSC) as well as fluorescence
signal BL1 (sfGFP) and YL2 (mCherry) were acquired with
the appropriate PMT setting and represented with the At-
tune™ N×T analysis software. To verify the absence of tox-
icity of the Cas9 or dCas9 constitutive expression from the
TAPs, we compared the growth of E. coli MS388/TAP with
the cas9 or dcas9 or without any cas9 gene. Those strains
were grown overnight in 0.1 �m filtered LB and diluted to
an A600 of 0.05 in 0.1 �m filtered LB. They were grown dur-
ing 8 h and the A600 and CFU/ml were estimated by plating
assays at 0, 2, 4, 6 and 8 h. In parallel, at 1 h, 2 h and 5h30 the
strains were analysed into the Attune NxT acoustic Focus-
ing cytometer at a 25 �l/min flow rate. Forward scattered
(FSC) was acquired and represented with the Attune™ NxT
software.

Analysis of TAP-escape mutants

In E. coli. The 31 TAP-escape mutants were streaked on
medium supplemented with X-Gal and IPTG to determine
their LAC phenotype. TAP-escape mutants exhibiting lac+
phenotype were classified as ‘Blue’ and the others as ‘White’
in Supplementary Figure S3. To determine the acquisition
of point mutation or deletion that modify the targeted lacZ2
locus, a PCR was realized with OL240 and OL654 that am-
plify a fragment of 748 pb encompassing the lacZ2 locus in
wt strain. For escape mutants that exhibited no deletion of
the lacZ2 locus but still had an active TAP CRISPR sys-
tem, the PCR product was sequenced and the mutations
identified. A PCR was also done with OL655 and OL656 to
amplify a larger fragment around lacZ2 and observe large
deletion as previously described (15). To determine the ac-
tivity of the TAPs extracted from escape mutants, conjuga-
tion was performed between the TAP-escape mutants and
an E. coli MS388 lac+ strain as described in the conjuga-
tion assays section. In parallel, the activity of the TAPs ex-
tracted with the Machery Nagel NucleoSpin® Plasmid kit
from escape mutants were verified by transformation into
lac+ and lac− strains as described in the transformation as-
say section. Seven inactive TAPs were sequenced to identify
mutations inactivating CRISPR system.

C. rodentium. For the 20 TAP-Cas9-Cr1-escape mutants,
a PCR with OL686 and OL687 was performed to determine
deletions in the chromosome locus. To verify the CRISPR
activity of the TAPs from C. rodentium TAP-escape mu-
tants, conjugation was performed during 5 h between the
C. rodentium mutants and the E. coli MS388 strain to gen-
erate new E. coli TAPs donors. Then conjugation was per-
formed during 24 h between those new donors and fresh
C. rodentium recipients and plated to select for recipient
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and transconjugants. To confirm the activity of the TAPs
isolated form C. rodentium escape mutants, TAPs were ex-
tracted with Machery Nagel NucleoSpin® Plasmid kit and
transformed by electroporation (2.5 kV) into wt C. roden-
tium cells treated with 10% sucrose. Following 1 h of incuba-
tion at 37◦C, cells were plated on LB-agar supplemented or
not with Kn to evaluate the transformation efficiency. Two
inactive TAP-Cas9-Cr1 and two inactive TAP-Cas9-Cr22
isolated from escaper clones were sequenced.

CSTB algorithm

The CSTB web site can be freely accessed at https://cstb.
ibcp.fr. The CSTB web service enables the comparative
analysis of CRISPR motifs across a wide range of bacte-
rial genomes and plasmids. Currently considered motifs are
NGG-anchored sequences of 18–23 bp long. The CSTB
back-end database indexes all occurrences of these CRISPR
motifs present in 2914 complete genomes labeled as repre-
sentative or reference in the release 99 of RefSeq (03/12/20).
In addition, seve bacterial genomes and five plasmids of
interest were added. The mean number of distinct motifs
among bacterial genomes is 55 923 (5719 and 2 729 570
as respective minimum and maximum). Genomes are clas-
sified according to the NCBI taxonomy (07/22/20). Each
genome is inserted in the database of motifs by processing
the corresponding complete fasta using the following proce-
dure. Firstly, all words satisfying the CRISPR motif regular
expression are detected and their chromosomal coordinates
stored in a database of motifs. Secondly, all unique words
are converted into an integer representation using a 2 bits
per base encoding software we developed (https://github.
com/glaunay/crispr-set). These integers are then sorted in
a unique flat file per genome. The indexing of CRISPR mo-
tifs as integers enables computationally efficient compari-
son of the sets of motifs across several organisms. Finally,
the original fasta file is added to a blast database. All re-
lated software can be freely accessed at https://github.com/
MMSB-MOBI/CSTB database manager. The CSTB input
interface displays the 2914 genomes available for search-
ing as two taxonomic trees. The left-hand tree allows for
the selection of species whose genomes have to feature
identical/similar CRISPR motifs. This set of genomes de-
fines the targeted CRISPR motifs. Meanwhile, the right-
hand tree allows for the selection of ‘excluded’ organisms,
which must have no motif in common with the targeted
ones. The set of motifs that satisfies the user selections will
effectively be equal to the union of the motifs found in
the selected organisms subtracted from the intersection of
the motifs found in the ‘excluded’ organisms. Computation
time ranges from seconds to a few minutes according to the
size of the selections and an email is sent upon completion.

All the solutions CRISPR motifs are presented in an in-
teractive table of gRNA sequences and their occurrences
in each selected organism. The table has sorting and filter-
ing capabilities on motif counts and sequence composition.
This allows for the easy selection of motifs of interest. De-
tailed information can be downloaded for the entire set of
solutions or for the selected motifs only. This detailed in-
formation is provided in tabulated file with lines featuring
the coordinates of each sgRNA motif in the targeted organ-

isms. Alternatively, the user may explore the results using a
genome-based approach. Hence, each targeted genome has
its graphical view. The graphic is a circular histogram of
the entire distribution of solution sgRNA motifs in a se-
lected genome. The graphic is interactive to display the local
breakdown of sgRNA distribution.

RESULTS

Targeted-antibacterial-plasmids (TAPs) modular design

TAPs derivate from the synthetic pSEVA plasmid collection
(16), and carry the pBBR1 origin of replication, a choice
of resistant gene cassettes, and the oriTF origin of transfer
of the F plasmid (Figure 1A). TAPs are consequently mo-
bilizable by the conjugation machinery produced in trans
from the conjugative F-Tn10 helper plasmid contained in
the donor cells (Figure 1B and Supplementary Figure S1a)
(17,18). We inserted the Streptococcus pyogenes wild-type
cas9 (for CRISPR activity) or catalytically dead dcas9 gene
(for CRISPRi activity) and the guide gRNA sequence com-
posed of the constant tracrRNA scaffold and the target-
specific crRNA spacer sequence (Figure 1A). Changing the
crRNA spacer sequence in one-step-cloning allows repro-
gramming the targeting of the TAPs against any specific
chromosome or plasmid DNA. Optionally, TAPs also carry
either the superfolder green fluorescent protein (sfgfp) or the
mcherry gene highly expressed from the broad-host range
synthetic BioFab promoter (19) to serve as plasmid trans-
fer fluorescent reporter in microscopy and flow cytometry
assays (Figure 1A).

Validation of TAPs CRISPR and CRISPRi activities

We addressed the ability of TAPs to induce efficient and spe-
cific Cas9-mediated killing (CRISPR) or dCas9-mediated
gene expression inhibition (CRISPRi). First, TAPs ability
to induce Cas9-mediated killing was confirmed using the
previously described lacZ2 spacer that targets the lacZ gene
of E. coli (15). Transformation of the TAP-Cas9-lacZ2 plas-
mid into the lac+ MG1655 wt strain was ∼1000-fold less
efficient than in the isogenic lac– strain carrying a dele-
tion of the targeted lacZ locus (Supplementary Figure S1b).
By contrast, the TAP-Cas9-nsp plasmid, which contains a
non-specific (nsp) crRNA spacer that does not target E.
coli genome, was transformed with equal efficiency in both
lac+ and lac– strains (Supplementary Figure S1b). Second,
TAPs ability to induce dCas9-mediated CRISPRi activity
was validated by using the csgB spacer that targets the csgB
promoter driving the production of cell-surface curli fim-
briae (20) in the MG1655 E. coli mutant strain OmpR234
(21). Congo Red (CR) staining on agar-plates and aggrega-
tion clumps formation in liquid medium were used as direct
readouts for curli production (21,22). The TAP-dCas9-csgB
efficiently inhibits curli production by the OmpR234 strain,
as reflected by the formation of white colony in the presence
of CR and the inability to form aggregation clumps (Sup-
plementary Figure S1c). By contrast, the non-specific TAP-
dCas9-nsp had no effect on curli formation or aggregation
in the OmpR234 strain. Besides, we confirmed that the con-
stitutive production of the Cas9 or dCas9 from the TAPs
do not cause growth defects (Supplementary Figure S1d)
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Figure 1. Transfer of TAP by F plasmid machinery mediates killing of a targeted E. coli strain. (A) TAPs modules consist of CRISPR system composed
of wild type (cas9) or catalytically dead cas9 (dcas9) genes expressed from the weak constitutive BBa J23107 promoter and a gRNA module expressed
from the strong constitutive BBa J23119 promoter; the F plasmid origin of transfer (oriTF); the pBBR1 origin of replication (oriV), and a set of resistance
cassettes (Ap, ampicillin; Kn, kanamycin; Cm, chloramphenicol; St, streptomycin; Gm, gentamycin), an optional cassette carrying the sfgfp or mcherry
genes highly expressed from the broad-host range synthetic BioFab promoter. (B) Diagram of the TAP antibacterial strategy. A donor strain produces
the F plasmid conjugation machinery to transfer the TAP into the recipient strain. Targeted recipient carries a sequence recognized by CRISPR(i) system
that induces killing or gene expression inhibition. Non-targeted recipient lacking the spacer recognition sequence are insensitive to CRISPR(i) activity.
(C) Histogram of TAPs transfer estimated by flow cytometry show that TAPkn-Cas9-nsp-GFP and TAPkn-Cas9-lacZ2-GFP are transferred with similar
efficiency in recipient cells after 3 h of mating. Donors TAP-Cas9-nsp (LY1371) or TAP-Cas9-lacZ2 (LY1380), recipient HU-mCherry lac+ (LY248). Two-
tailed unpaired t-test was performed. ns: non-significant P-value >0.05. (D) Histograms of the concentration of viable transconjugants estimated by plating
assays show viability loss associated with the acquisition of TAP-Cas9-lacZ2. The corresponding percentage of viable transconjugants (ratio T/R+T) is
shown above each bar. Two-tailed unpaired t-test was performed. **P-value <0.0021 (E) Fold-increase of the recipient population counts over the 3 h of
mating. Donors TAP-Cas9-nsp (LY1369) or TAP-Cas9-lacZ2 (LY1370), recipient lac+ (LY827). Two-tailed unpaired t-test was performed. *P-value <0.05
(C–E) Mean and SD are calculated from three independent experiments.

or elongated cell morphology (Supplementary Figure S1e),
contrasting with the toxic effects reported in some systems
(23–26). These results demonstrate that TAPs ability to in-
duce Cas9-mediated killing or dCas9-mediated gene expres-
sion inhibition is efficient and depends on the accurate tar-
geting by the spacer sequence.

TAPs-mediated killing of targeted recipient cells

Next, we addressed the ability of the TAPs to be trans-
ferred by conjugation and induce antibacterial activity in
E. coli recipient cells. Conjugation was performed using
the E. coli MG1655 donor strain that contains the F-Tn10
helper plasmid and either the TAP-Cas9-nsp or TAP-Cas9-
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Figure 2. Real-time visualization of E. coli killing after acquisition of TAP. (A) Upper panel: diagram of the fluorescent reporter system allowing microcopy
visualization of TAP transfer and subsequent nucleoid disorganization in transconjugants. Donor cells exhibit diffuse green fluorescence due to sfGFP
production from TAP; HU-mCherry recipients exhibit red nucleoid associated fluorescence; transconjugants are identified by the production of both green
and red fluorescence. Lower panel: time-lapse microscopy images performed in a microfluidic chamber. D (donor), recipient (R), and transconjugant (T)
cells are indicated. Scale bar 1 �m. Donors TAP-Cas9-nsp (LY1371) or TAP-Cas9-lacZ2 (LY1380); recipient HU-mCherry lac+ (LY248). (B, C) Single-
cells time-lapse quantification of transconjugants (B) bacterial and (C) nucleoid lengths. Average and SD are indicated (n cells analysed). The time of
TAP acquisition (red dashed line at 0 min) corresponds to a 15% increase in the green fluorescence in the transconjugant cells. (D) Upper panel: diagram
of the fluorescent reporter system. Donor cells exhibit diffuse red fluorescence from the mCherry produced by TAP; recipients exhibit diffuse RecA-
GFP fluorescence; transconjugants are identified by the production of red fluorescence followed by RecA-GFP polymerization. Lower panel: time-lapse
microscopy images performed in a microfluidic chamber. Donor (D), recipient (R), and transconjugant (T) cells are indicated. Scale bar 1 �m. Donors
TAP-Cas9-nsp (LY1537) or TAP-Cas9-lacZ2 (LY1538), recipient RecA-GFP (LY844). (E, F) Single-cells time lapse quantification of transconjugants (E)
cell length and (F) skewness of RecA-GFP fluorescence signal. Average and SD are indicated (n cells analysed). The time of TAP acquisition (red dashed
line at 0 min) corresponds to a 30% increase in the green fluorescence in the transconjugant cells. (B–C and E–F) Multiple t-test were performed corrected
with Holm–Sidak method. Stars indicate the time with significant difference (P-value < 0.05). Significant difference was observed from this point until the
end of the analysis.
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Figure 3. TAP system specifically kills targeted recipients in a mix of targeted and non-targeted E. coli recipient cells. (A) Viable transconjugant cells and
percentage of transconjugants (ratio T/R + T) through TAPkn-Cas9-nsp or TAPkn-Cas9-lacZ2 transfer from donor to a mixed lac+ and lac– recipient
population. Two-tails unpaired t-test was performed on log10-transformed values. ns = non-significant P-value >0.05; ***P-value <0.0002. (B) Quantifi-
cation of fold-increase in lac+ and lac– recipient populations counts over the 6h of mating. Mean and SD are calculated from 4 independent experiments.
Donors: TAP-Cas9-nsp (LY1369) or TAP-Cas9-lacZ2 (LY1370); recipients lac+ (LY827) and lac– (LY848). Two-tails unpaired t-test was performed. ns
= non-significant P-value >0.05; **P-value <0.0021. (C) Single-cell quantification showing cell length increase in the targeted lac+ transconjugant cells
but not non-targeted lac- transconjugants. The time of TAP acquisition (red dashed line at 0 min) corresponds to a 15% increase in the green fluorescence
in the transconjugant cells. Cell length average is indicated with SD (n cells analysed). Donor TAP-Cas9-lacZ2 (LY1380); recipients HU-mCherry lac+
(LY248) and DnaN-mCherry lac– (LY1423). Multiple t-test were performed corrected with Holm–Sidak method. Stars indicate the time with significant
difference (P-value < 0.05). Significant difference was observed from this point until the end of the analysis.
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Figure 4. TAP re-sensitises pOXA48-carrying recipient cells and impedes resistance dissemination. (A) Diagram of the TAP-mediated anti-resistance
strategy. TAP-Cas9-OXA48 targeting the blaOXA48 promoter is transferred from a donor to an ampicillin resistant recipient cells carrying the pOXA-48a
plasmid. Acquisition of the TAP-Cas9-OXA48 induces double-strand-breaks (DSBs) into the plasmid, while the TAP-dCas9-OXA48 inhibits blaOXA48
gene expression. Both TAPs sensitize the transconjugant cells to ampicillin. (B) Histograms showing reduction of ampicillin resistance in transconjugants
cells after acquisition of the TAPkn-Cas9-OXA48, TAPkn-dCas9-OXA48 and TAPkn-Cas9-OXA48-PemI. Percentages of transconjugants (ratio T/R + T)
are indicated. (C) Histograms showing the frequency of donor cells acquiring ampicillin resistance through transfer of pOXA-48a from the recipients (as
depicted in the above diagram). (D) Histograms show the frequency of ampicillin-resistance acquisition through pOXA-48a transfer into R#2 plasmid-free
wt recipient that have received the TAPs (TAP-transc.#2) (as depicted in the above diagram). Mean and SD are calculated from at least three independent
experiments. Donors TAP-dCas9-nsp (LY1524), TAP-Cas9-nsp (LY1369), TAP-dCas9-OXA48 (LY1523), TAP-Cas9-OXA48 (LY1522) or TAP-PemI-
Cas9-OXA48 (LY1549); Recipients R#1 wt/pOXA-48a (LY1507) and R#2 wt (LY945). (B–D) Two-tailed unpaired t-tests were performed. ns = non-
significant P-value >0.05; *P-value <0.05, **P-value <0.0021; ****P-value <0.0001.
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Figure 5. Efficient and strain-specific killing of TAPs within a multispecies recipient population. (A) Efficiency of TAP-Cas9-nsp transfer from E. coli
(LY1369) donor to C. rodentium, E. cloacae, E. coli EPEC or HS recipients. Histograms show the percentages of tranconjugants (T/R + T) after 24 h
of conjugation for C. rodentium, E. cloacae, E. coli EPEC recipients and 3 h for E. coli HS recipient; mean and SD are calculated from at least three
independent experiments. (B) TAPs carrying specific spacers identified with the CSTB algorithm were tested against each recipient cells. To account for
the variability of TAP transfer in the different recipient strains, the histograms show the relative abundance of viable transconjugants normalized by viable
transconjugants obtained for the TAPKn-Cas9-nsp. Numbers in brackets indicate replicates with detection limit of transconjugants below 10−8. Mean and
SD are calculated from 3 independent experiments. One-way ANOVA with Sidak’s multiple comparisons test were performed on log10-transformed values
and p-value show comparison with the TAP-Cas9-nsp data. ns = non-significant P-value >0.05; **P-value <0.0021; ****P-value <0.0001. (C) Proportion
of recipients estimated by plating assay before mating with donors. Mean and SD calculated from three independent experiments are indicated for each
recipient strains. (D) Each TAP carrying specific spacers were tested through conjugation between E. coli donors and a recipient population containing
all recipient species. Histograms show the proportion of viable transconjugants in the mixed population after 3 h of mating. Numbers in brackets indicate
replicates with detection limit of transconjugants below 10−8. Mean and SD are calculated from three independent experiments. One-way ANOVA with
uncorrected Fisher’s LSD test were performed on the log10-transformed values and P-value show comparison with the TAP-Cas9-nsp data. ns = non-
significant P-value >0.05; *P-value<0.05; **P-value<0.0021; ****P-value<0.0001. Donors TAP-Cas9-nsp (LY1369), TAP-Cas9-Cr1 (LY1597), TAP-
Cas9-Ecl (LY1566), TAP-Cas9-EPEC (LY1618), TAP-Cas9-EEC (LY1665); recipients C. rodentium (LY720), E. cloacae (LY1410), E. coli EPEC (LY1615)
or HS (LY1601).
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lacZ2 mobilizable plasmids. Using flow cytometry analysis,
we quantified the transfer efficiency of these TAPs (carry-
ing the sfGFP green fluorescent reporter) into a lac+ re-
cipient strain that produces the red fluorescent histone-like
protein HU-mCherry, encoded on the chromosome (Sup-
plementary Figure S2a). Quantification of the transconju-
gants exhibiting combined red and green fluorescence show
that TAP-Cas9-nsp and TAP-Cas9-lacZ2 are both trans-
ferred to ∼65% of the recipient cell population after 3h of
mating (Figure 1C and Supplementary Figure S2b). As ex-
pected, TAPs transfer requires the presence of the F-Tn10
plasmid in the donor strain (Supplementary Figure S2c–
e). Most importantly, the parallel plating of the conjuga-
tion mixes revealed a ∼3.5-log decrease in the viability of
TAP-Cas9-lacZ2 transconjugants compared to TAP-Cas9-
nsp transconjugants (Figure 1D). This killing activity is
also reflected by the lack of increase in the total recipient
cells count during the three hours of mating with the TAP-
Cas9-lacZ2 donor strain, compared to a ∼20-fold increase
with TAP-Cas9-nsp donors (Figure 1E). Importantly, no
killing effect is observed for either TAPs when using the iso-
genic lac- recipient strain lacking the targeted lacZ locus
(Supplementary Figure S2f). These results show that TAP-
Cas9-nsp and TAP-Cas9-lacZ2 are transferred with equal
efficiency through the F-Tn10 conjugation machinery. Yet,
the acquisition of TAP-Cas9-lacZ2, but not TAP-Cas9-nsp,
is associated with a loss of viability of the transconjugant
cells.

Using live-cell microscopy, we characterized the cellular
response of the recipient cells to the acquisition of TAPs
(Figure 2). In these experiments, the TAPs carry the sfGFP
reporter system that confers green fluorescence to the donor
and transconjugant cells. The lac+ recipient cells produce
the nucleoid-association protein HU-mCherry, which local-
ization reveals the global organization of the chromosome.
As expected, the acquisition of the TAP-Cas9-nsp reported
by the production of sfGFP green fluorescence in red re-
cipient cells has no impact on growth, cell morphology or
nucleoid organization (Figure 2A–C and movie 1). By con-
trast, the acquisition of the TAP-Cas9-lacZ2 triggers the
rapid disorganization of the nucleoid that grows into an un-
structured DNA bulk, followed by cells filamentation and
occasional cell lysis (Figure 2A–C and movie 2). Further-
more, we analyzed in recipient cells the localization pat-
tern of a RecA-GFP fusion, which has been reported to
polymerize into large intracellular structures in response
to DNA-damage induction (27). In this experiment, TAPs
carry the mCherry reporter system that confers red fluores-
cence to donors and transconjugant cells. Image analysis
reveals that the acquisition of the TAP-Cas9-lacZ2 (Fig-
ure 2D and movie 4), but not the TAP-Cas9-nsp (Figure
2D and movie 3), is followed by cells filamentation (Figure
2E) as well as the RecA-GFP polymerization, which was
quantified using fluorescence skewness analysis (Figure 2F,
see Materials and Methods). Nucleoid disorganization, cell
filamentation and RecA-GFP bundle formation confirm
that TAP-Cas9-lacZ2 acquisition is followed by CRISPR-
mediated induction of DSBs that result in the death of the
transconjugants.

TAPs-mediated selective killing within a mixed E. coli recip-
ient population

We verified the specificity of TAPs-mediated killing within
a mixed recipient population composed of the targeted lac+
and the non-targeted lac- E. coli strains. We observed a
∼4 log-fold decrease in viable lac+ transconjugants com-
pared to lac- transconjugants when using the TAP-Cas9-
lacZ2, while no difference is observed with the TAP-Cas9-
nsp (Figure 3A). TAP-Cas9-lacZ2 specific killing activity is
also reflected by the stagnation of the targeted lac+ recipi-
ent total population, while the non-targeted lac- population
is able to grow during the 6 h of mating (Figure 3B). We
performed live-cell microscopy imaging where the lac+ and
lac– recipients are distinguished by the typical localization
pattern of nucleoid associated HU-mCherry and the repli-
some associated DNA clamp DnaN-mCherry, respectively.
Time-lapse analysis shows that both strains receive the plas-
mids reported by the increase of green fluorescence, yet only
the targeted lac+ transconjugants exhibits cell filamenta-
tion, symptomatic of Cas9-mediated DNA-damage induc-
tion (Figure 3C). These results recapitulate the effects ob-
tained when using individual recipient strains, and demon-
strate that the TAPs achieve selective killing of the targeted
strain within a mixed population.

Analysis of TAP-escape mutants

Transfer of the TAP-Cas9-lacZ2 is associated with a ∼3.5-
log viability loss of the lac+ transconjugant cells, yet we no-
ticed a proportion of transconjugants that are able to sur-
vive despite the acquisition of the TAP (Figure 1D). Geno-
typing and sequence analysis of 31 clones escaping the TAP-
Cas9-lacZ2 activity revealed two types of escape mutants
(Supplementary Figure S3a and b). One third (12 out of 31)
have acquired a transposase or IS insertion in the plasmid-
born cas9 gene, thus inactivating the CRISPR system. Two-
thirds have acquired mutations that modify the targeted
lacZ chromosome locus, either by small or large deletions
(12 out of 31) as already described (15), or by single point
mutation in the seed region of the PAM (7 out of 31), which
was shown to be key for recognition by the Cas9–gRNA
complex (28) (Supplementary Figure S3c).

TAPs directed against carbapenem-resistant population

Conjugative plasmids are major contributors to the spread
of multi-drug resistance in bacteria (29), those confer-
ring carbapenem resistance being of severe clinical con-
cern (30). The IncL/M pOXA-48a plasmid carries the
blaOXA-48 gene that encodes the OXA-48 carbapenemase,
which confer resistance to carbapenem and other beta lac-
tams, such as imipenem and penicillin (31). We designed
TAPs targeting the pOXA-48a and assessed their ability
to sensitize the plasmid-carrying population to ampicillin.
Using an OXA48 spacer that targets the 5′-end of the
blaOXA-48 gene, we constructed the TAP-Cas9-OXA48 to in-
duce Cas9-mediated DSBs on pOXA-48a, and the TAP-
dCas9-OXA48 to inhibit blaOXA-48 gene transcription by
CRISPRi (Figure 4A). Transfer of TAP-Cas9-OXA48 and
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TAP-dCas9-OXA48 plasmids into pOXA-48a-carrying E.
coli recipients lead to a ∼4.5-log decrease in ampicillin resis-
tance level, while the TAP-Cas9-nsp or the TAP-dCas9-nsp
have no effect (Figure 4B). Unexpectedly, we observe that
significantly less viable transconjugant are obtained with-
out ampicillin selection when using the TAP-Cas9-OXA48
compared to TAP-dCas9-OXA48 (Figure 4B). We ruled out
the possibility of a decrease in TAP-Cas9-OXA48 trans-
fer ability as all four tested plasmids are acquired with
similar frequency by pOXA-48a plasmid-free E. coli re-
cipients (Supplementary Figure S4a). However, analysis of
the pOXA-48a plasmid sequence revealed the presence of
the pemIK toxin-antitoxin (TA) system, which is involved
in plasmid stability by inhibiting the growth of daugh-
ter cells that do not inherit the plasmid (7,32,33). Indeed,
the arrest of pemIK expression due to plasmid loss results
in the rapid depletion of the labile PemI antitoxin, which
can no longer repress the toxic activity of the more stable
PemK toxin. This regulation was reported using CRISPR-
associated phage therapy to cure antibiotic resistance car-
ried by the pSHV-18 plasmid (7). We then hypothesized
that the observed reduction of viable TAP-Cas9-OXA48
transconjugants could be due to PemK toxic activity in cells
that have lost of the pOXA-48a targeted by the Cas9 cleav-
age. This possibility was confirmed by inserting a consti-
tutively expressed antitoxin pemI gene into the TAP-Cas9-
OXA48, which results in a ∼1.5 log increase in transconju-
gants viability, while retaining the inhibition of ampicillin
resistance (Figure 4B).

We further investigated the long-term evolution of re-
sistance of the strain carrying the pOXA-48a during con-
jugation with a TAP donor. We observed that while the
TAP-dCas9-nsp had no effect, the transfer of the TAP-
dCas9-OXA48 and the resulting re-sensitization of the re-
cipient population to ampicillin reached equilibrium after
24 h (Supplementary Figure S4b). From this point on, a
stable 90% of the recipients have received the TAP-dCas9-
OXA48 and became sensitive to ampicillin. We hypothe-
sized that the remaining 10% of ampicillin-resistant recip-
ient cells could result from the acquisition of the F-Tn10
plasmid only, thus resulting in the establishment of the F-
encoded exclusion systems in the recipient cells and the
permanent inability to acquire the TAP through a subse-
quent conjugation event. This hypothesis was confirmed by
showing that all ampicillin-resistant recipients present in the
population after 1 and 7 days of co-culture do contain the
F-Tn10 plasmid but not the TAP-dCas9-OXA48 (Supple-
mentary Figure S4c). One way to modulate the transfer ef-
ficiency of the mobilizable TAPs would be to prevent the
transfer of the F plasmid by deletion of its origin of trans-
fer. First, this would prevent the acquisition of the F plas-
mid only and the consequent establishment of the exclusion
mechanism in the recipient cells. Second, the recipient cells
that receive the TAP only would be unable to transmit it to
other recipient bacteria due to the absence of the F-encoded
conjugation machinery. In this situation, TAPs are expected
to disseminate more slowly, but potentially to all recipient
cells in the population.

The pOXA-48a is an autonomous conjugative plasmid
that disseminates among Enterobacteriaceae, raising the
possibility that the recipient containing the pOXA-48a
could transfer ampicillin resistance to the TAPs-donors

during mating. We observed that ampicillin resistance is
indeed transmitted to ∼0.2% and 0.12% of donors car-
rying the TAP-dCas9-nsp or the TAP-Cas9-nsp (Figure
4C). However, donors carrying the TAP-dCas9-OXA48 or
the TAP-Cas9-OXA48 do not acquire ampicillin resistance
(Figure 4C). Assuming that the efficiency of pOXA48 trans-
fer is insensitive to the presence of the TAPs in the cells,
this result suggests that TAPs directed against OXA48 im-
pedes the development of resistance, even if the pOXA48
plasmid is acquired. We tested this possibility by perform-
ing the same conjugation experiments with an additional
plasmid-free recipient wt strain (R#2) in the conjugation
mix (see diagram in Figure 4D). Among R#2 cells that
have received the TAP-Cas9-nsp or the TAP-dCas9-nsp,
∼0.24% and 0.15% become ampicillin resistant, respec-
tively. However, no ampicillin resistance is observed in
R#2 cells that have received the TAP-Cas9-OXA48 or the
TAP-dCas9-OXA48 (Figure 4D). Altogether, these results
demonstrate that directing TAPs against the blaOXA-48 gene
is an efficient strategy to sensitize the pOXA-48a-carrying
strain to ampicillin. In addition, TAPs also appear to im-
pede drug-resistance dissemination by protecting the donor
and other plasmid-free recipients from developing the
resistance.

CSTB software: targeting specific strains within multispecies
bacterial population

Numerous bioinformatic tools have been developed to iden-
tify and design gRNA spacers specific of one species (34).
However, designing TAPs that perform antibacterial activ-
ity against specific bacterial species, without affecting other
bacterial strains, requires the robust identification of spacer
sequences that are present in the genome of the targeted or-
ganism(s), but not in the genomes of other non-targeted
strains. Since no such tools existed to achieve this task,
we developed a ‘Crispr Search Tool for Bacteria’ CSTB al-
gorithm (https://cstb.ibcp.fr.) that enables the comparative
analysis of ∼18–23 nt long spacer sequences across a wide
range of bacterial genomes and plasmids. The CSTB back-
end database indexes all occurrences of these motifs present
in 2919 complete genomes classified according to the NCBI
taxonomy. CSTB allows identifying appropriate spacer se-
quences to reprogram TAPs against unique or multiple sites
in the targeted chromosome or plasmid DNA.

We asked the CSTB algorithm to generate spacer
sequences that target the attachment/effacement (A/E)
pathogen Citrobacter rodentium strain ICC168 (Cr spac-
ers), or the enteropathogenic E. coli EPEC strain E2348/69
(EPEC spacer), or the nosocomial pathogen Enterobacter
cloacae (Ecl spacer), or the three of them (EEC spacer),
without targeting other bacterial genome present in the
database. TAPs directed against C. rodentium carry a Cr1
spacer that target a unique locus, or a Cr22 that targets
22 loci distributed throughout the genome (Supplemen-
tary Figure S5a). Transfer of TAP-Cas9-Cr1 from an E.
coli donor reduces by 4-log the viability of C. rodentium
transconjugant cells (Supplementary Figure S5b). Live-cell
microscopy revealed that TAP-Cas9-Cr1 acquisition in-
duces C. rodentium filamentation and lysis, while no growth
defect was induced by the TAP-Cas9-nsp (Supplementary
Figure S5c and d; movies 5 and 6). This indicates that, as
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observed in E. coli, the induction of a single DSB by the
Cas9 is lethal to C. rodentium. Consistently, targeting 22
chromosome loci by the TAP-Cas9-Cr22 results in compa-
rable transconjugant killing efficiency (Supplementary Fig-
ure S5b). However, multiple targeting unbalances the con-
tribution of the mechanisms by which transconjugants es-
cape to the TAPs activity. Analysis of twenty clones escap-
ing Cr1 single targeting revealed either deletions of the tar-
geted chromosomal locus or inactivation of the CRISPR
system on the TAP, in equal proportion. By contrast, all
19 clones escaping the Cr22 multiple targeting carry muta-
tions that inactivate the TAP CRISPR system (Supplemen-
tary Figure S6). This is consistent with the prediction that
mutations of the 22 targeted chromosome sites within the
same call is highly infrequent, if even possible.

TAP transfer through F conjugation machinery is highly
efficient towards MG1655 E. coli laboratory strain reaching
up to 90% efficiency in 3h of mating (Figures 1, 2 and Sup-
plementary Figure S2). We quantified the efficiency of TAP-
Cas9-nsp transfer in non-laboratory strain and observed
a disparity between recipients with an overall ∼7- to 900-
fold decrease in TAP acquisition frequency in comparison
to MG1655 E. coli (Figure 5A). To account for this vari-
ability, we normalized the frequency of viable transconju-
gants obtained for TAP-Cas9-Cr1, -Ecl, -EPEC and -EEC
to the frequency of TAP-Cas9-nsp transconjugants in the
corresponding bacterial strain (Figure 5B). We quantified
that the TAP-Cas9-Cr1 induces a transconjugant viability
loss only in C. rodentium, TAP-Cas9-Ecl in E. cloacae, TAP-
Cas9-EPEC in E. coli EPEC, while the TAP-Cas9-EEC tar-
gets the three pathogenic strains. As a control, we show
that the commensal E. coli HS recipient, which genome
is not targeted by any spacer, is affected by none of these
antibacterial TAPs (Figure 5B). These results demonstrate
that the spacer sequences generated by the CSTB algorithm
allow the robust reprograming of the TAPs for efficient and
strain-specific antibacterial activity on mono-species recip-
ient populations. It also demonstrates that one given TAP
can target several species at the time.

Next, we addressed TAPs ability to induce strain-specific
antibacterial activity within a multi-species recipient pop-
ulation composed of the three pathogenic strains and the
commensal E. coli HS (Figure 5C). The proportion of
transconjugants obtained after 3 h of mating with TAP-
Cas9-nsp varies (Figure 5D) and reflects the efficiency of
TAP transfer among the different recipient strains (Fig-
ure 5A). We observed that within the multispecies recipient
mix, C. rodentium transconjugant viability is dramatically
reduced by TAP-Cas9-Cr1, that of E. cloacae by TAP-Cas9-
Ecl and that of E. coli EPEC by TAP-Cas9-EPEC, while
all three species are affected by the triple-targeting TAP-
Cas9-EEC. The viability of transconjugants of the control
commensal E. coli HS is not affected by any of the antibac-
terial TAPs (Figure 5D). These results validate that TAPs
achieve selective killing within a multispecies mixed recip-
ient population without affecting the non-targeted species.
Although the antibacterial TAPs impact selectively the via-
bility of the transconjugant populations, their activity is not
significantly reflected by the total recipient counts of each
species (Supplementary Figure S7), due to the limited effi-
ciency of TAP transfer to the pathogenic recipient strains

and the differential fitness of these strains in competition
within the conjugation mix.

DISCUSSION

Tools for in situ microbiota manipulation are currently in
their infancy. Here, we demonstrate the ability of the TAP
antibacterial strategy to exert an efficient and strain-specific
antibacterial activity within multi-species populations in
vitro. TAPs selective-killing activity induces a ∼4-log viabil-
ity loss of the tested species. TAPs targeting the pOXA-48a
carbapenem resistance-plasmids results in a 4- to 5-logs in-
crease of the strain susceptibility to the drug. Most CRISPR
delivery methodology currently in development focus on
the use of bacteriophages, which have intrinsically narrow
host-range (35,36,7). Besides, several recent studies success-
fully use the broad host range RK2 conjugation systems to
deliver CRISPR system that target E. coli (7–9,37) or S. en-
terica (11) in vitro. One key advantage of our strategy over
these approaches is the versatility conferred by the CSTB
algorithm that enables the robust identification of gRNA
that should be used to specifically re-target the TAPs against
one or several bacterial strains of interest, without target-
ing other species. Despite the availability of numerous pro-
grams dedicated to the identification of CRISPR motifs, the
CSTB has no equivalent so far (34). Another advantage is
the modular design and the relatively small size of the mobi-
lizable TAPs (compared to autonomous conjugation plas-
mids) that are easily modifiable. The spacer sequence that
directs the TAP against the targeted strain(s), as well as the
other constituent biobricks (origin of replication, origin of
transfer, Cas9, resistance gene) can be changed in one-step-
cloning (see methods), thus enabling the rapid construction
of a library of TAPs adapted to the considered applications.
Finally, the constitutive expression of the CRISPR system
(and the fluorescent reporters) from promoter that are ac-
tive in a wide range of Enterobacteriaceae avoids the re-
quirement for an external inductor, rendering the TAP ap-
proach more suitable for the modification of natural bacte-
rial communities in vivo.

TAPs designed to induce Cas9-mediated double-
stranded-breaks (DSBs) to the chromosome of the targeted
bacteria trigger significant viability loss. However, we
observe the emergence of targeted bacteria that have
evolved mutations allowing them to survive despite the
acquisition of the TAP. The frequency of these TAP-escape
mutants varies from ∼3 × 10−4 to 6 × 10−5 depending
on the spacer and the recipient strains used (Figures 1D,
3A, 4B and 5B). The phenotypic and sequence analysis
of E. coli and C. rodentium escape-mutants reveal two
main mechanisms to escape TAP activity: (i) The first
mechanism is the acquisition of insertions (transposase or
Insertion Sequences, IS) or single nucleotide deletions that
inactivate the cas9 gene carried by the TAP. These types
of mutations allowing bacteria to escape CRISPR activity
have been previously reported to occur with comparable
frequency (7,38,39,11). It has also been reported that
mutations or deletions within either tracrRNA or crRNA
sequences is another way to inactivate CRISPR systems
(7,40,39,38). Yet, no such mutations were found in the
C. rodentium nor E. coli TAP-escape mutants analysed,
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potentially due to their lesser frequency of occurrence. (ii)
The second mechanism we have identified is the acquisition
of point mutations or deletion that modify the targeted
locus, thus impeding the recognition by the gRNA. These
were also previously described (15,28,11,38,7). When using
TAPs that target one chromosome locus in E. coli and C.
rodentium, escape-mutations occur by cas9-inactivation
(first mechanism) in 38.7 and 42.8%, and by modification
of the targeted locus (second mechanism) in 61.3% and
57.2%, correspondingly.

We show that the contribution of escape mutations by
modification of the chromosome sequence can be dramat-
ically, if not completely reduced by directing the TAPs
against multiple chromosome loci. Indeed, the probabil-
ity of mutating multiple chromosome sites within the same
bacterial cell is expected to decrease as the number of tar-
geted sites increases. When using the Cr22 spacer that tar-
gets 22 loci of C. rodentium chromosome, all the nineteen
escape-mutants tested carry mutations that inactivate the
TAP-born cas9 gene. Consequently, we observe a 2.9-fold
decrease in the frequency of TAP-Cas9-Cr22 escapers (8.56
× 10−5) compare to TAP-Cas9-Cr1 (2.47 × 10−4) that tar-
gets one single chromosome locus. This decrease is consis-
tent with our estimates of the relative contributions of each
escape mechanisms.

The observed frequency of escape mutations by cas9 inac-
tivation is likely related to the intrinsic rate of transposition
estimated to oscillate between 10−5 to 10−6 in E. coli (41)
and the rate of spontaneous mutations (10−8 and 10−10 per
base pair and generation). In the case of TAPs, it is also pos-
sible that the induction of DSBs results in the increase of the
mutation rates through the triggering of SOS-induced hy-
permutator phenotype. Cui and Bikard demonstrated that
one way to improve CRISPR efficiency in E. coli host cell
is to inhibit RecA activity, which is essential to DSB repair
and to the induction of the SOS-response (15). Moreb et al.
further proposed to inhibit RecA activity by co-expressing
the CRISPR system with a dominant negative allele of the
recA gene (42). These strategies are however less relevant in
the case of the TAPs approach, as they would likely alter
the recombination proficiency and thus the viability of the
untargeted population.

We also addressed the possibility that part of the muta-
tions in TAPs already emerge in the donor cells, thus result-
ing in the transfer of already inactive TAPs into the recipient
target. This possibility is supported by the sequencing anal-
ysis of one C. rodentium escape mutant that has received
TAP-Cas9-Cr1 from an E. coli donor. The sequencing re-
vealed the insertion in cas9 of insAB genes coding for trans-
posase elements present in E. coli but absent from C. roden-
tium genomes. This result indicates that mutation leading
to TAPs inactivation can occur in the donor cells prior to
transfer, without excluding that they might also emerge in
the targeted recipient after plasmid acquisition.

Our work reveals that TAPs efficiency is primarily deter-
mined by two main limiting factors. The first limiting fac-
tor is the ∼10−4–10−5 frequency of escaper clones that ac-
quire mutations inactivating the plasmid-born cas9 gene,
or mutations that modify the targeted sequence. The oc-
currence of escaper clones due to the acquisition of TAPs
that have been inactivated before transfer could be reduced

by using a transposon-free E. coli donor strain (43). As
shown in C. rodentium, the emergence of escaper clones by
mutation of the targeted sequence can be avoided by tar-
geting multiple sites on the genome. Alternatively, it has
been shown that another way to avoid the emergence of
escape mutants through the modification of the chromo-
some is to target essential genes, which mutation is of-
ten lethal for the cell (40). The second limiting parame-
ter is the efficiency of TAPs transfer towards the targeted
strain(s). This efficiency primarily depends on the conjuga-
tive system chosen to mobilize the TAPs. Here, we use the
F plasmid as a helper plasmid that mediates relatively ef-
ficient TAPs transfer (10−1–10−2) to closely related Enter-
obacteriaceae. Therefore, TAPs appear appropriate to tar-
get a range of clinically relevant pathogenic or resistant
Gram-negative bacteria (E. coli, Citrobacter, Enterobac-
ter, Klebsiella, Salmonella, Yersinia, Shigella, Serratia,etc.).
Recently, the narrow host range pPD1 plasmid has also
been used to transfer CRISPR/Cas systems to the Gram-
positive Enterococcus faecalis (44). Other reported antibac-
terial (7,11) or anti-drug (8–10) methodology using conju-
gation are mostly based on the incP RK2 conjugative sys-
tem, which offer broad-host range, but low efficiency of
transfer (10−4–10−5). Hamilton et al. have shown that trans-
fer efficiency can be artificial increased using glass beads in
vitro (11). It is also possible to isolate broad-host range con-
jugation systems with increased transferability. Such super-
spreader plasmid mutants have been successfully isolated
through Tn-seq approach (45,46) and could represent an
valuable option to widen the range of bacteria toward which
TAPs could be efficiently transferred.

Translating the present in vitro proof of concept to in situ
settings would represent an important step towards the de-
velopment of a non-antibiotic strategy for the in situ ma-
nipulation of microbiota composition, in a directed man-
ner. The efficiency of the TAPs methodology within host-
associated bacterial communities would primarily depend
on conjugation rates in situ, which often differs from rates
achieved in vitro (47). For instance, it was recently reported
that the IncI2 plasmid TP114 and IncX type plasmids are
very actively transferred in the mouse intestinal tract (47)
and in human fecal microbiomes (48), respectively, mak-
ing them good candidate to mobilize TAPs in these given
ecosystems. TAPs could be used for the inhibition of harm-
ful pathogenic and resistance strains from an infected host
or environments, or as anti-virulence strategy through in-
hibition of virulence effector genes or genes involved in
biofilm formation. The future implementation of the TAPs
approach in clinical or environmental settings would re-
quire the consideration of the rapidly evolving regulations
on GMO, CRISPR and biocontainment (49–51).

DATA AVAILABILITY

Software and source codes: The CSTB web service can be
freely accessed at https://cstb.ibcp.fr. The software we de-
veloped to convert all unique words (spacers) into an inte-
ger representation using a 2-bits per base encoding is also
available at https://github.com/glaunay/crispr-set. All ad-
ditional related software can be freely accessed at https:
//github.com/MMSB-MOBI/CSTB database manager.
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Flow Cytometry: Data from flow cytometry exper-
iments have been submitted to the FlowRepository
(https://flowrepository.org/id/FR-FCM-Z35C and
FR-FCM-Z35E).

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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